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 Real Estate Investing Podcast 

Four Simple Things That Your Competition Is Not Doing 
Hosted by: Joe McCall 

 

Hey, what's up everybody? Beautiful Day. This is Joe McCall and this is REI In Your Car.  

So, I'm on my way to have breakfast with a coaching client, which is pretty cool. I love these days. Once in a 

while, I'll do a "spend a day with a coaching client". All day. They'll come to St Louis. I'll meet him at my favorite 

place for breakfast, which is called the Original Pancake House. It's pretty awesome. And uh, I think I've talked 

about this before, but I'll hang out with him for a day and we talk a lot about their business, their goals, 

challenges and stuff like that. Usually the first half of the day we come up with a marketing plan, figure out what 

systems they need and stuff like that. And then, the second half of the day meet with my assistant in my office 

at Keller Williams and uh, she'll start building the systems and stuff out and scheduling the marketing. So, it's 

kind of a done-with-you and done-for-you package setup stuff.  

It's pretty awesome. So, we'll work with them, set up their basic main systems and then schedule out there 

marketing for the next two or three months, give them a virtual assistant, a lot of fun. And then over the next 

few months, we'll kind of work together and partner on deals and stuff. So anyway, that's not why I'm recording 

this. I'm just telling you I'm on my way to meet with one of my clients and uh, I'm hungry. So, I'm looking 

forward to some bacon. This place has really good bacon.  

I wanted to remind you guys...there's something and um, by the way, I'm starting to send out emails three times 

a week and these emails are really good. I'm reading them thinking, wow. Like I... either some of these emails 

are things that I've written or things that I kind of dictated into a phone and then got, uh, transcribed and turned 

into an email and I'm not trying to be proud or boastful or anything, but I'm reading these things thinking, wow, 

did I write that?  

Like really? That stuff is really good and if you're not on my email list, well I don't know what to tell you because 

I think you can just go to JoeMcCall.com or um. I think, I mean maybe just register for one of my webinars at 

WLOwebinar.com. You don't have to watch the webinar; just register for it and you'll be on my email 

list...WLOwebinar.com. Or go to JoeMcCall.com and you'll get on my email list.  
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Three times a week I send these emails and it's all content. I'm thinking about turning them into blog posts. I 

probably will turn these emails into blog posts and then, um, I might even start like a blog at Bigger Pockets or 

something like that. And, uh, good, it's good stuff. It's simple stuff. It's good to be reminded of stuff. And um, 

you all should listen and pay attention because I've done a few deals, and I've coached a lot of people that do 

deals, and I've partnered with, and Masterminded with a lot of people that do deals, and I've interviewed a lot 

of people that do deals, and so most of the time I know what I'm talking about.  

And so, this, these emails are just really good. There's nothing, I'm not pitching anything in them. Just good, 

straightforward, awesome content. And I think you'll get a lot out of it. I've been getting great feedback. I've 

been doing this for a couple of weeks now. One of the emails that I did talks about doing what your competition 

is not doing. I thought about that. This would be a good thing to remind you guys about. There is a lot of 

competition in the, in the, uh, in real estate right now. And you know what, honestly, there's always been a lot 

of competition. There always has been. There always will be a lot of competition for deals and there may be 

certain times there's more than others. But man, I've heard the same complaint, I've made the same complaint 

ever since I've been doing real estate since 2005 when it was hot and easy.  

Everybody thought, man, so easy to do deals. I remember in 2005 there was a lot of competition, right? But 

there were still...everybody and their grandmother was doing deals and making money. So even if your 

hairdresser can do deals, uh, then...then you can too. And then the market started crashing and falling. Well 

then, the complaint was, oh there's not enough buyers. It's too hard to get financing. I can't do deals. It's too 

hard. But really that's when I started doing the most deals was when the market crashed. When the market 

started picking back up again, still doing a lot of deals. When the market was hot, doing a lot of deals. So, you 

got to remove that from your mentality...that it's too hard or it's too competitive. It always is going to be 

competitive. And there is no magic secret for how to do more deals in any market that you're in, whether you're 

in California or New York or in the Midwest, the market's always going to be competitive.  

You get used to it and suck it up. And uh, what's that? I saw a t-shirt the other day. Suck it up, buttercup. That's 

what it is. Get used to it, brother, sister. Get out there and start making it happen. So, if it's always competitive, 

what can you do to stand out from your competition? Well, number one, you need to do what they're not doing. 

Okay? And I can tell you just a few things here.  

One of the first things I think about that my competition is not doing is number one, they're not answering the 

phones. When a seller calls or a buyer calls, they're not answering the phones. It goes to voicemail. When you 

call when you see a bandit sign...do you think you're going to get somebody live to answer that phone? Very 

rarely will you ever. In fact, I don't remember how many times I've called a bandit sign just to like build my 
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buyers list or kind of network with folks and see what's going on and I'll leave a voicemail and they never call me 

back. So anyway, answer your phone, number one.  

I think number two is I put leads in two different categories, prospects or suspects. All right? And if it's a 

prospect, just make the appointment, go see the house. Don't ask them a million questions. Don't try to 

prescreen them out too much on the phone. Don't try to make your VA prescreen them out and make a 

preliminary offer. If it's, if they got equity or motivation, just go...schedule an appointment and go. In fact, I 

remember my coaches originally telling me if they have equity, go, just don't, doesn't matter about motivation, 

just make the appointment and go, um, so if they have equity or motivation, just make the appointment and go. 

Don't worry about making the appointment because you can offer anything that will work for them if they have 

equity. And regardless of motivation, you can do lease option or owner financing or cash or whatever.  

So, it's important to have both, so I'm not discounting that, but so if they have motivation and equity, then make 

the appointment. Even if they have motivation, I'd still make the appointment because you can do creative 

financing with those. But you know, the point is go meet the sellers, make the appointment as soon as possible, 

answer your phones live. Um, if you can't do it, get an assistant to do it based in the US preferably and, uh, meet 

with sellers. I mean, this business, it's all about marketing and it's all about leads. So, if you get leads coming in, 

you got to do everything you can to treat those leads like gold because they're, they're few and far between.  

The, uh, the third thing is make offers to every single lead that you get. Now, even if they call and they hang up, 

or like, let's say you can't answer the phone, it goes to voicemail.  You should be calling them back right away, 

right? But even if they hang up and don't leave a voicemail, you should still call them back anyway and still make 

an offer. Even if they tell you they're not interested, that's fine. Go ahead and mail them an offer anyway. Mail 

them a letter saying, Hey, it was nice talking to you. If circumstances change, you know, I'd love to, I'd love to 

buy your house. Let me know. So always make an offer by phone, by email, by physical mail, by carrier, pigeon, 

by FedEx. Whatever it takes, do all the above. Make an offer. Make offers, lots of offers, okay.  

Related to that is following up. A lot of people just do not follow up. They forget or they don't know. They forget 

that most offers are made on the fourth, fifth, or sixth touch. And only a small percentage of investors ever 

make more than one or two follow-ups, if any. Right? 

So, if you want to stand out above the competition, follow up relentlessly, religiously. Like that is the most, the 

most important list you'll ever get your hands on is your follow-up list. Which goes to say, if your competition is 

not following up with their trash leads, then why don't you offer them to say, hey, listen, how about I follow up 

with your leads for you and we'll split deals 50/50 on anything that I follow up on. And find some other 
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wholesalers that are doing a lot of marketing and are putting their leads in the, uh, in the woodpile and you get 

on the phone and call them and follow up. So, you should be following up every single month with your old 

leads. You could be doing text messages, you could be doing slide dials, you could be doing emails. I'll definitely 

be sending them postcards, handwritten postcards, letters, phone calls, do put the phone numbers, put all your 

leads into Mojo Sells, and just dial them. Call all your follow-up leads. 

So those are some simple things, guys, that I want to encourage you with to do that your competition is not 

doing. If you want to do more deals, uh, do what your competition is not doing. And stop whining about it, 

okay? So, it's answer the phone, make appointments, make offers, follow up. Nothing else really matters, right? 

So, it's focusing on your highest revenue-generating activities. It's ignoring the minutia. It's ignoring the things 

that your VA should be doing for you, like updating Podio, sending offers in the mail and stuff like that. Or doing 

your marketing. That is stuff that your VAs should be doing for you and you should not be doing yourself. All 

right. I am at a breakfast place, Original Pancake House. And uh, I got to go. We'll see you guys later. Don't 

forget, get on my email list. Go to joemccall.com and opt in for whatever thing I have on there. And then also, 

um, um, get on my email list because you get my emails and get some good stuff out of them. See you later. 

Bye. 
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